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At the end of 2017 I saw myself in a good shape and wanted to find my main challenge for 2018. I was 

looking for an endurance bicycle tour like the Oeztaler. I found the SURM (Schwarzwald Ultra Rad 

Marathon) with declared 230km and 4070m elevation, it got a good reference as a good organized tour 

with alpine like climbs, 4 climbs were declared as steep. I was motivated by the tour profile because the 

hardest climbs and almost ¾ of the height meters were done by ½ of the route by climbing the Kandel. I 

could attract Jørgen Holm, John Hansen, Thomas Schaukal for the tour and we went for the SURM in 

Sep. 2018. We arrived Alpirsbach Saturday midday. After checking the location and getting our start 

numbers we went for a 35km teaser tour where we took the first climb on the route. After the teaser 

tour I was left with the feeling of excitement and fear for the long tour.  
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The hotel we stayed at was prepared for the SURM and offered breakfast from 6 o’clock in the morning 

so that we could be at the start at 7 o’clock. The event was declared as a Rad Touristik Fahrt which 

means that it was no race and that the traffic rules needed to be followed; my feeling was that the 

riders did follow the rule to a high degree. We didn’t get a transponder and took the time on our bike 

computers. The start was in groups of approximately 20-30 cyclists. We started driving slightly down and 

had to turn right after 3-5km. Unluckily the turn was a little bit unclear and it got messy and Thomas was 

hidden frontal by another cyclist during this messy situation and needed to drop out of the tour. 

 

The 1st steep climb was hard and the second even harder as it started with 12% increase. I couldn’t keep 

Jørgen and Johns pace and we decided that I continue at my speed; instead of trying to hold their pace. 

The climbs declared as steep were surprising hard and challenging and the fear for the Kandel was 

increasing for each height meter we absorbed.  

On the remaining 100 km after the Kandel there were no long steep climbs left. But anyhow we had to 

overcome one more 15km long relative flat climb.  

From the depot at km 160-170 my motivation was that there were only some short climbs left and the 

last 10 km were only with decreasing slope. The last 30-40 km were relative relaxed riding.  

The depots where good and well organized. We got fruit, yoghurt, bread, soup, cake, water, ISO drink 

and warm drinks as well. At the last depot they served beer.  

The roads were in good condition and we could easily let the bike run with 65 km/h (downhill) without 

feeling unsecure. We did not get into a lot of traffic. The most traffic was on the way up to the top of the  

Kandel, as this a popular sightseeing point in the area. Also, in the start and finish area the SURM was 

well organized. The tour was declared to be 230km with 4070hm. Our computers showed around 240 

km with a bit less than 4000 hm. I was happy and proud that I finished the tour. It was very different 

driving compared to Grejsdal where you have a lot of “short” climbs. 

Getting to Alpirsbach takes ~10 Hours’ drive by car and you need to plan with 4 days; I feel that it was 

worse the effort. I would like to take the challenge again, Jørgen is already provoking me to take a tour 

called Schwarzwald Super which seems to be even harder.  
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